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Abstract: The impact crater detection offers a great scientific contribution in analyzing the geo-
logical processes, morphologies and physical properties of the celestial bodies and plays a crucial
role in potential future landing sites. The huge amount of craters requires automated detection
algorithms, and considering the low spatial resolution provided by the satellite jointly with, the
solar illuminance/incidence variety, these methods lack their performance in the recognition tasks.
Furthermore, small craters are harder to recognize also by human experts and the need to have a
sophisticated detection algorithm becomes mandatory. To address these problems, we propose a deep
learning architecture refers as “YOLOLens5x”, for impact crater detection based on super-resolution
in a unique end-to-end design. We introduce the entire workflow useful to link the Robbins Lunar
catalogue with the tiles orthoprojected from the Lunar mosaic LROC mission in order to train our
proposed model as a supervised paradigm and, the various optimization due to provide a clear
dataset in the training step. We prove by experimental results a boost in terms of precision and recall
than the other state-of-the-art crater detection models, reporting the lowest error estimated craters
diameter using the same scale factor given by LROC WAC Camera. To simulate the camera satellite
at the lowest spatial resolution, we carried out experiments at different scale factors (200 m/px,
400 m/px) by interpolating the source image of 100 m/px, bringing to light remarkable results across
all metrics under consideration compared with the baseline used.

Keywords: super-resolution; object detection; deep learning; remote sensing; satellite images; lunar
craters; space science

1. Introduction

The surfaces of the Moon and other planetary bodies are characterized by a cratered
landscape, which is the result of a long collisional history (e.g., [1]). Since the impact
crater population naturally grows with time, the cratering record, in conjunction with
assumptions about the crater formation rate, has successfully been applied to infer the
age of planetary terrains, allowing to study of the geological history of a given body [2–7].
Therefore, the statistical analysis of an existing crater population in a geological unit does
yield relative surface age, if assuming that craters accumulate randomly on surfaces at a
rate that is on average constant [5,7,8]. In turn, absolute ages can be derived if it is known
the projectile flux on a given body or if the relative age can be calibrated by means of rock
samples, like in the lunar case [9–11].

The Moon was the first body to be extensively investigated with datation purposes
(e.g., [7,8,10]). It is characterized by two main terrains, the highlands and maria.
Highlands represent the most ancient crust and can be as old as 4.4–4.5 Ga (e.g., [10]),
and are characterized by a density of >15 km sized craters larger at least ten times than
what found on maria [12]. Lunar maria were emplaced as multiple episodes of low-rate
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basaltic lava flows [13], during a long period of time spanning from about 4.0 Ga up to
1.2 Ga [14].

Although the crater-based chronologies have long been used in planetary studies, it is
challenging when applied to date young terrains, since the small impact crater population
accounted for them [15,16]. In recent years, the growing advancement in the performances
of space cameras allowed to improve their spatial resolution, and therefore enabling
the observation of smaller and smaller impact craters [17]. However, this has brought
additional issues. On one hand, the smaller the crater, the higher their sensitivity to
flux variations, target properties, post-impact modification like volcanic emplacement or
erosion [16,18–22]. On the other hand, because of the huge amount of craters in the
<2–3 km size range, manual count makes this detection technique inadequate for obtaining
a complete and reliable database [15]. Additionally, crater identification can vary between
individuals, about 20–30% when they are experts [23].

Along with manual count, a number of automatic approaches for crater detection have
been suggested so far [24–39]. Among them, many Digital Elevation Model (DEM) machine
learning approaches [36,40,41] show better performances than classical discriminative
algorithms that are distance-based [39] or other approaches linked to the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [42] characterized by a large number of descriptors to define specific feature
extraction. Despite these methods providing good performances, DEM datasets of planetary
bodies are either few in number or have poor quality (e.g., low spatial resolution, data holes).
Therefore, DEM-based model methods can only have modest applicability. Indeed, object
detection at finer precision requires above all a good spatial resolution, which represents
therefore an issue for remote sensing applications. In recent years, researchers are moving
on studying the effects of the super-resolution methodologies applied in the remote sensing
field [43,44]. Although the results are promising, most of the super-resolution models are
applied only as a preprocessing step, and then object detection models are used to study
the effect of the achieved super-resolution in the abovementioned task [43]. To address this
problem, we leverage super-resolution methodology to improve the images at low spatial
resolution by 2× to enhance the performance of the object detection model (YOLOLens),
bridging the gap between low image resolution and pattern recognition. Focusing on
crater detection, we aim to increase the detection capability through convolutional neural
networks to obtain a lunar crater database more accurate than the catalogs in the literature.

In this paper we arise the following two hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Through the super-resolution approach, it is possible to improve the spatial
resolution from satellite instruments and enhance the detection ability in the space domain context.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Thanks to the improved images, the model confidence degree (which establish
the correctness of the predicted entity) will be high as the image quality increase.

The manuscript is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the Related Works.
In Sections 3 and 4, the proposed methodology and the description of the workflow
useful as preprocessing steps are described, respectively. In Section 5, we report the
quantitative/qualitative results of all the experiments carried out, while in Section 6, we
present the discussion and finally, in Section 7, we present the conclusion of the work.

2. Background

Lunar craters have typically been detected from lunar surface images and/or through
(DEMs) by manual detection ([45–47]), computer-assisted methods ([48]) and the ensemble
methods ([42,49]). Whereas manual crater detection is time-consuming, computer-assisted
methods reduce drastically the time-consuming requirements to obtain semiautomatic
detections. Steps such as pre-/postprocessing are mandatory and can be high in terms
of CPU computational time. Due to high impact frequencies, manual counting on the
Moon might be extremely laborious and inconvenient [50,51], considering also the chal-
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lenging for human recognition when spatial resolution is low and/or craters are small.
Object detection in craters mapping provides the bridge to more precise and fast analysis.
In [42], an SVM based-on ensemble method for automatic detection is proposed using
the features extracted by the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG [52]) technique to
predict craters centers and diameters from DEMs sources. Even though the approach
provides significant results, both techniques (HOG and SVM) are not comparable with the
modern neural networks architecture because the features descriptors are hand-crafted
(e.g., SIFT [53], HOG) and they are strongly dependent on the images taken into considera-
tion. For this reason, many machine learning models for crater detection are DEM-based
such that feature descriptors are more suitable to find discriminative features useful to
train models as SVM or through non-parametric and discriminative models as [54,55].
However, it should be noted that limited DEM data for other bodies in the solar system
as well as difficulties related to the quality and spatial resolution of the DEM makes the
DEM-based model’s method not applicable or with limited coverage results at low quality
(e.g., data holes, low spatial resolution).

In the last decades, deep learning methods have achieved remarkable results in
all fields of science, surpassing any past machine learning methods in terms of general
performance and quality of results obtained. Deep learning models replace the handcrafted
features descriptors, with the automatic feature representations learned by human experts
annotations (e.g., supervised learning). Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), through a
learning process (training phase), can generalize well to new sample data with performance
continuing to improve in comparison to manual expert annotations in many tasks (e.g.,
classification, objection detection, segmentation [56]). Focusing on crater detection, YOLO
models [57] achieve great results in detection and classification independently by the
specific task where it is applied. The main structure of YOLO is composed of three parts:
the Backbone network, Neck Network, and the Head part. Backbone is a CNN used
for discriminative feature extraction, where it is possible to apply any model used for
classification (e.g., Resnet). It uses skip connections at different grains from coarse to fine
to catch different details’ quality. These last features are forwarded into Feature Pyramid
Network (FPN) [58]) or using a model similar architecture as PaNet [59], which works
as features extractors generating a single image at different scales (multi-scale feature
maps). Although exists many types of pathways in the literature (e.g., Top-down for
the FPN, Top-down and Bottom-Up for the PaNet), the main idea is always to use a
path (or multiple paths) to extract and combine semantically discriminative features with
the precise localization information, because the complexity of the features increases as
deep as we go through the neural networks decreasing the spatial resolution quality. The
last network referring to the Head, takes the features at different previous levels (Neck)
for the box and class prediction task. Usually, it is used in R-CNN [60] model, YOLO
Head, SSD [61] and RetinaNet [62], but in the case of YOLOv5 Head, three types of
Convolutional layers 1 × 1 are used. In addition, YOLOv5 consists of many versions on
its own, which are YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m, YOLOv5l and YOLOv5x. The only difference is
led by the depth of the learned parameters considered. In [28], authors train a well-known
object detection model (YOLOv3 version [57]) over the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter-
Narrow-Angle Camera images obtaining an overestimation by 15% in the final predicted
crater diameters respect the Ground-Truth catalogue considered and shows acceptable
performance on acquired LROC images with incidence angles ranging between ∼50° and
∼70°. This makes it applicable on many lunar sites independent of morphology area.
In [36], a CNN-based on Unet is trained over Lunar craters using DEMs reporting low
errors to localize the longitude/latitude and radius of the lunar craters. Again in [36],
the trained model over Moon is used to test on DEM images of Mercury planet through
a transfer learning technique, estimating a large fraction of impact craters in each map
considered by the authors.
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3. Methodology

The proposed model is composed of the two main subnets, Generator and YOLOv5,
which make up a single end-to-end model that we call YOLOLens. The terminology
“YOLOLens5x” that we use in this paper is based-on the YOLOv5x model; in fact, we can
use all YOLO family models fused into our proposed model. A schematic representation of
the proposed YOLOLens model is reported in Figures 1 and 2. The Generator is a neural
network that, starting from a low-resolution image, creates a super-resolution image (SR) to
be fed to the YOLO object detector model. The Generator learns to generate plausible data
containing more detail than the input image. The first part of the Generator, the one closest
to the input, consists of a Refinement Learned Network (RLNet) [44], which is responsible
for the refinement process of the input low-resolution image. This RLNet uses the Residual
in Residual Dense Blocks (RRDB) [63] to extract local features from previous blocks and to
preserve residual local information. The SR image is then used by the connected YOLO
model to perform object classification and detection simultaneously just by looking once
at the given input image. Thus the algorithm is called You Only Look Once (YOLO).
As shown in Figure 2, YOLO is a single-stage object detector with three important parts in
its architecture; backbone, neck and head. The backbone is responsible for the extraction of
features from the given input images, the neck mainly generates the feature pyramids and
the head performs the final detection as an output.

BCE Loss(     ,       )

Backpropagation

Forward

YOLOv5 

Backbone
Neck
Head
Out -> Cls,
(x,y,w,h)+1(objectness)

BCE Loss
Regression+Confidence+Classification

Input

RRDB Conv2D
Leaky
ReLU

Tanh HR

SRGT

RLNet

Generator

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the proposed YOLOLens model. The Generator transforms an
input image into a 2× image (SR), whereas the YOLO model performs object detection starting from
the SR image.

Backbone Neck Head
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Figure 2. The YOLO model architecture, where the backbone extracts relevant features from an image,
the neck enhances feature maps by combining different scales and the head provides bounding boxes
for detection.

In the training phase, a preprocessing step is necessary to reduce the source image by
2× and through convolutive layers and RRDB layers, lead the learning on how to recon-
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struct the source (High-Resolution Ground-Truth) by generating a 2× higher resolution
image such that the error between predicted output and Ground-Truth be as much lower as
possible. This approach is needed to match the shapes between the SR output and the GT
source to calculate the pixel-by-pixel loss function and extract all the metrics to establish
the goodness of the reconstruction output image. We apply a bicubic interpolation to down-
sampling the HR input and forward it into RLNet, which is proved by [44] to refine the
interpolated images by learning method using an unsupervised learning methodology (dot
red rectangle in Figure 1). Then, the refined images are forwarded to Generator networks,
which use convolutional operations and RRDB block to make a 2× super-resolution output
(binary cross entropy is applied into the last layers for the error computation). Finally, the
super-resolution output prediction is fed into the object detection model (YOLOv5) to detect
the target. We emphasize that during the test step, no one pre-processing is applied (e.g.,
down-sampling, mosaics, cropping, flipping). For each training sample n, the following
triplet is used: < IHR

n , ILR
n , ζHR

n >, where IHR
n is the HR expected output image, ILR

n is the
LR input image, and ζHR

n is a set of bounding boxes of the objects of interest (craters in our
application field) located in the model-generated SR image. The bounding boxes in ζHR

n
are defined as follows:

ζHR
n = {(cls, x, y, w, h)} (1)

where cls is the class label of a single bounding box, (x, y) are the normalized coordinates
representing the centre of the bounding box and (w, h) are the normalized width and height
of the bounding box.

The loss functions formalization assumes four types of loss functions, θ̃G for Super-
Resolution-Ground-Truth error computations, θ̃Y0 to reduce bounding box coordinates (Re-
gression Loss) and finally θ̃Y1 and θ̃Y2 for Confidence and Classification Loss, respectively.

More precisely, we define θ̃G as:

θ̃G = BCE(G(RLNet(ILR
n )), IHR

n ) (2)

θ̃Y =
S2

∑
i=0

B

∑
j=0

1
obj
ij

[
(xi − x̃i)

2 + (yi − ỹi)
2
]
+

S2

∑
i=0

B

∑
j=0

1
obj
ij

[
(
√

wi −
√

w̃i)
2 + (

√
hi −

√
h̃i)

2
]
+

S2

∑
i=0

B

∑
j=0

1
obj
ij (Ci − C̃i)

2+

S2

∑
i=0

1
obj
i ∑

c∈classes
(pi(c)− p̃i(c))2

(3)

where j are the (x, y, w, h) box coordinates predictions images and i denotes the Ground-
Truth cell in the same format. 1obj

i denotes if object appears in cell i and 1
obj
ij denotes that

the jth bounding box predictor in cell i is responsible for that prediction. G represents
the Generator model (referred to as G function). Loss functions θ̃Y as in Equation (2) uses
the Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE) to increase confidence values (which attribute a scalar
value for each detection done, in a range [0, 1] to establish the “fidelity” of the recognized
craters) and to decrease the classification loss (Craters and Not Craters task as Binary
classification problem).

Finally, the total loss function error can be formalized as:

θ̃ = θ̃G + θ̃Y (4)
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The partial derivatives for each input–output pair can be expressed as follows:

∂E(X, θ̃)

∂wk
ij

(5)

where the weight wk
ij connects the output of node i in previous layer to the input of node

j in layer k in the computation graph, and E is computer error loss described into in
Equation (4).

After the learning process, since the model is able to make detection from the re-
constructed source thanks to the super-resolution model, into the real model test, we
use the original source (without downsampling) to make the real super-resolution and
catch more fine details using the objected detection subnetwork. The workflow process
is shown in Figure 1. The model’s parameters are reported in Table 2; more precisely
the YOLOLens5x has 101,203,996 of parameters against, YOLOv5l and YOLOv5x have
46,108,278 and 86,173,414 of parameters, respectively.

4. Dataset

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Wide Angle Camera (WAC) aboard
the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) has allowed the instrument team to create a Moon
global mosaic [64–67] using over 15,000 images, acquired between November 2009 and
February 2011. The purpose was to generate a 100 m/px morphology mosaic of the Moon.
The Geospatial Information considered to process the information is in the Longitude
domain [−180, 180] and Latitude domain in a range [−90, 90]. The map projection used
is cylindrical with a final pixel resolution of 100 m/px and represented by 8 bits per pixel
(0, 255) over only one channel (1 band).

Data Preprocessing Details and Craters Extraction

In this section, the full preprocessing operations useful for creating the dataset and
its correspective train/test set size are described. In Figure 3, we show the lunar site
location randomly extract from the training set (blue) and test set (red). The training set
tiles have a dimension of 416× 416 px randomly chosen in the range [−180, 180, −16, 16]
of Longitude/Latitude and the range of [−180, 180, −90, 90] for the test set. The equatorial
lunar site location is selected in order to have the maximal spatial resolution provided by
the global lunar mosaic with a low degree of dilation due to 3D representation into 2D
space (Geoid to 2D map).

Figure 3. The distribution of the train and test data over the cylindrical projection coordinate system.
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As Ground-Truth, we used the Robbins catalogue provided by [47] that contains ap-
proximately 1.3 million lunar impact craters and it is enough accurate for all craters larger
than 1 km in diameter [68]. Craters were manually identified and measured on LROC
WAC images, LRO Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) topography, SELENE Kaguya
Terrain Camera (TC) images and finally were used for the manual crater tracing [69].
The Robbins catalogue contains longitude/latitude/diameters and other useful infor-
mation for each crater manually identified in the maximum range of latitude [−90, 90]
and longitude [0–360]. The catalogue has a global coverage of the Moon and all coordi-
nates are expressed using the cylindrical projection. The main preprocessing is to extract
the coordinates of Robbins for the specific tile we selected using cylindrical projection,
change the projection map to obtain an orthonormalized image and convert all Robbins
coordinated into pixel space accordingly with the new projection used (orthographic).
In Figure A4, we overlap the Robbins label in the example tiles and we changed the longi-
tude system [0, 360] provided by Robbins into [−180, 180] reference. In all our experiments,
we use the global mosaic of the LRO WAC images and we reproject the coordinate system
from cylindrical projection to orthographic system considering the moon radius avoiding
the longitude dilatation as much as possible. Then, the workflow to build the dataset
extracts N random tiles of 416× 416 pixels from the orthoprojected LROC global mosaic.
The dimension of the global mosaic is composed of 5,958,389,448 pixels (109,164 × 54,582)
and we use 1/5 of the entire Moon for the training set (6886 tiles) and 1721 tiles of the test set.
In this process, all tiles with large dilatation are excluded from the dataset; furthermore, we
discard all tiles with less than 45 mapped location craters (to learn more in the training step).
All coordinates extracted are converted using pixel system coordinates from Lon/Lat to
pixel reference and normalized in the range between [0–1] useful to run our model, and all
tiles are saved in the format [class, x, y, w, h] where class represents the only class “crater”
we need. The craters with a size greater than 416 pixels (41.6 km) are discarded in the
training step, and all craters less than 416 pixels are included. This filtering operation is
necessary to avoid all craters much larger than the observation windows themselves and
therefore to avoid partial estimates of their diameters. The random tile selection function is
built to avoid distortions and cut off all the crater’s locations that exceed out of the border
tile (see Figure A4). This step is crucial because in the case which the tile has a distortion
(e.g., north pole), the image under consideration contains no data value (black background)
and, the bounding box extract by the Robbins catalogue can go in the black regions, making
more difficult the detection model because the model can interpret the background noise as
the crater and learn it, leading us into the low crater detection performance. This process is
complex due to the variation of the dilation and it depends on where the lunar location is
randomly selected; for example, we can have a high dilation near the polar region and a low
dilation (or no dilation) in the equatorial zone. The labels and the tile change accordingly
due to the new system projection and the cutoff must be considered also with the possible
dilation. The operation allows us to use a “mosaic” during the training step which is a
composition of random samples of different sizes and crops and, without a perfect cutoff as
much as possible the GT labels can go outside the image crater until the black background.
In Figure A4 we show random tile samples with different orders of dilatation and their
correct coordinate Robbins interpretation system (red bounding boxes) due to the changing
of the projection system.

We summarize the workflow of the pre-processing steps as follows:

1. Convert global mosaic tiff to a png image.
2. Read Robbins catalogue and discard all craters largest than the window selected.
3. Select N random tiles and reproject them to the orthographic coordinates system.

(a) Cut off all tiles outside the selected window (avoid no data regions)
(b) Avoid all tiles with too dilatation
(c) Discard all tiles with no Ground-Truth correspondence from the catalogue

selected
(d) Convert from Lon/Lat system to Pixel reference and normalize in [0–1] values.
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4. Split into train/eval in a ratio of 80:20 and save the tiles obtained.
5. Convert all information into a YOLO format dataset.

5. Results

In this section, we analyse and evaluate the model’s performances, by reporting
the quantitative results of the proposed method and comparing it across some algo-
rithms known in the literature. In all experiments reported in this Section, we trained
the YOLOLens models for 300 epochs, ADAM optimizer [70] was used with a learning rate
of 1× 10−4. Low data augmentation is applied to provide a slight scale, translation, flip
left/right and image mosaic is always considered. This last augmentation type increases the
generalization capability of the model to improve feature detection and avoid the context
dependence by the scenario which they can find.

5.1. Quantitative/Qualitative Analysis

To evaluate the crater detection performance of the proposed YOLOLens, we use the
common machine learning metrics to establish the goodness of the model’s prediction
as precision described in Equation (6), recall in Equation (7), and error diameter value in
Equation (8) compared with the ground-truth Robbins catalogue. The crater positions and
their correlated diameters can be extracted through the object detection algorithm (from
pixel coordinates to Lon/Lat system reference). In Table 1 we report and compare the
results considering the evaluation set composed of 1720 extracted moon location site with
132,690 craters labelled as Ground-Truth from Robbin’s database. The metrics reported
showing better performance of the YOLOLens5x than the baselines compared, reporting
YOLOLens5x recall of 0.872 than 0.76 of the YOLOv5x baseline model, proving the validity
of our proposed model to retrieve more craters of the Robbins catalogue with respect to the
capability analysed by YOLOv5x baseline. In Table 2, the comparison across many deep
learning models using precision, recall, error diameters and the number of parameters.
Although the evaluation set is different (many models are DEM-based), we analyze the
generalization capability by the reported models in the crater detection task, highlighting
the lowest average error diameter values 2.20% than the others value reported and, the
highest precision (P) and recall (R) clearly denoted in bold style. In [49], estimates the
human performance in the crater detection task, reporting a recall of 75%. This result is
aligned with [36], which used a Deep Neural Network (Unet Model), where the recall
metric (see Equation (7) obtained is similar to human performance for crater diameters
<15 pixels (1.5 km). The achieved human performance and neural networks model in the
crater detection task is overcome by the YOLOLens5x model, confirming the increments
in terms of recall and across all metrics reported in this analysis. Finally, in Figure 4, we
show three random tiles extracted from the test set, comparing all the craters detect by the
YOLOv5x baseline (first column) and the predicted craters using YOLOLens5x (second
column), highlighted in blue color the GT from the Robbins catalog. Furthermore, we show
the confidence value for each red box detected.

TP
TP + FP

(6)

TP
TP + FN

(7)

Errd =
|DTP − DGT |

2× (DTP + DGT)
× 100 (8)
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Table 1. Performance comparison between YOLO models. In bold the best results obtained.

Model Type Comparison P R mAP50 mAP95

YOLOv5l Baseline 0.809 0.748 0.857 0.532
YOLOv5x Baseline 0.82 0.76 0.866 0.539

YOLOLens5x 0.899 0.872 0.940 0.61

Table 2. Performance comparison between the best models available in the literature. In bold the best
results obtained.

Model Type Comparison P R Errd Params (M)

DeepMoon [36] 0.810 0.560 8.0% 10.3
ERU-Net [71] 0.754 0.812 7.8% 23.7

D-LinkNet [72] 0.772 0.682 7.3% 21.0
SwiftNet [73] 0.771 0.526 13.2% 11.8

ELCD [40] 0.806 0.819 6.6% 21.8
RCNN+FPN [41] 0.809 0.812 6.0% 41.5

YOLOv5l Baseline 0.809 0.748 2.37% 46.1
YOLOv5x Baseline 0.820 0.760 2.34% 86.1

YOLOLens5x 0.899 0.872 2.20% 101.2

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Cont.
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(e) (f)

Figure 4. In subfigures (a,c,e) the predictions of YOLOv5x across the respective tiles of the lunar coor-
dinates locations reported. In subfigures (b,d,f) the prediction of YOLOLens5x along the correlated
images compared with YOLOv5x baseline. The amount of craters detected by YOLOLens achieves a
remarkable increment than YOLO baseline capability thanks to the super-resolution effects. The GT
is marked in blue color and the YOLOv5x and YOLOLens5x in red color. (a) YOLOv5x predictions
Lunar coords min/max Lon/Lat (−0.0758, 1.2960), (−2.9416, −1.5697); (b) YOLOLens5x predictions
Lunar coords min/max Lon/Lat (−0.0758, 1.2960), (−2.9416, −1.5697); (c) YOLOv5x predictions Lunar
coords min/max Lon/Lat (37.1463, 38.5181), (−6.3515, −4.9796); (d) YOLOLens5x predictions Lunar
coords min/max Lon/Lat (37.1463, 38.5181), (−6.3515, −4.9796); (e) YOLOv5x predictions Lunar coords
min/max Lon/Lat (36.8132, 38.1851), (−1.6620, −0.29020); (f) YOLOLens5x predictions Lunar coords
min/max Lon/Lat (36.8132, 38.1851), (−1.6620, −0.29020).

5.1.1. Analysis 1: Model’s Performance per Diameters Crater Range

In this analysis, we carry out the performance evaluation by YOLOLensX and YOLOv5x
baseline for lunar crater detection on different diameter groups of the validation set.
As reported in Table 3, YOLOLens results (PYL, RYL, mAPs in red color) achieve supe-
rior performance than baseline compared (black values) in any diameter ranges considered.
An interesting observation is given by the results of the YOLOv5x baseline of the sam-
ples on the diameter range over 10 km, and similar results have been reported by [41].
The model performance depends on the number of GT samples and, in the case of the
Lunar satellite, the number of small and medium craters is higher than the large craters.
Therefore, the performance to detect large craters decreases because they are rarer than
small crater diameters. These considerations are visibly observing all reported values in
Table 3 by YOLOv5x baseline. However, with the improvement of resolution given by
YOLOLen’s proposed method, the corresponding samples provide more discriminative
information thanks to the factor 2× of the spatial resolution so that the performance of the
model is gradually improved on all the diameter groups under study. The motivation for
which we analyze in the range 1–15 km is given by their higher number in the GT Robbins
catalog, and as the crater’s size increases, the estimated errors increase due to the rarest
of craters at that range. To solve this problem, the composition of the data batch has to be
balanced by the diameter of the craters, such that the probability of observing a rare crater
is the same as a frequent crater, and, in other hands, the ability to learn it will be balanced
at rare/frequent craters and not biased at only frequent craters. In Table 4, we report the
performance in terms of average precision with an IoU ≥ 0.5 in comparison with other
crater detection methods highlighting the superior performance achieved by YOLOLens5x
in the diameter range between 5 and 10 km. The metric under consideration means that
a prediction crater is considered as true positive where the intersection over union (IoU)
is greater than the 50%; otherwise, it is considered as false positive. In Figure 5 we show
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the frequency histogram over the entire Moon between Robbins, Wang [42], YOLO and
YOLOLens crater detection. Robbins and Wang do not contain craters under 1km and, the
YOLOLens capability to detect small craters is quite evident above all in the range between
[0.6, 1] km. Under 0.6 m, the YOLOLens model did not detect any craters, probably because
the GT below 1 km is not provided; however, it is possible to select some detected craters
and use them as GT, thus adopting a semi-supervised paradigm for the attempt to improve
detection below the abovementioned threshold.

Table 3. Comparison across different metrics between the ranges considered. The apex y and YL
are referring as YOLO5x and YOLOLens5x with the correlated metrics (P precision, R recall, and
mAP (Average precision with IoU ≥ 0.5 and ≥0.95. In red, all best results achieved by YOLOLens5x
compared with the baseline YOLO5x are presented.

Range Km Py (PY L) Ry (RY L) mAP50y
(mAP50Y L)

mAP95y
(mAP95Y L)

No Filter 0.82 (0.899) 0.76 (0.872) 0.866 (0.941) 0.54(0.617)
[1–2) 0.748 (0.841) 0.72 (0.82) 0.78 (0.84) 0.458 (0.5)
[2–3) 0.747 (0.822) 0.667 (0.783) 0.691 (0.767) 0.47 (0.554)
[3–5) 0.79 (0.903) 0.718 (0.855) 0.761 (0.868) 0.553 (0.7)
[5–10) 0.815 (0.923) 0.71 (0.892) 0.793 (0.917) 0.608 (0.803)

[10–15] 0.771 (0.946) 0.621 (0.866) 0.701 (0.912) 0.55 (0.827)
[1–15] 0.82 (0.911) 0.765 (0.879) 0.868 (0.938) 0.541 (0.62)

Table 4. Average Precision results of the models reported in [41] with IoU Threshold ≥0.5 in a range
of craters diameters [5–10 km). In bold, the best value reported by YOLOLens5x is presented.

Method AP (IoU Threshold ≥ 0.5) Range [5–10 km)

RCNN [60] 0.843
RCNN + FPN [58] 0.839

Cascade RCNN [74] 0.822
SSD [61] 0.804

RetinaNet [62] 0.655
YOLOv3 [75] 0.729
FoveaBox [76] 0.803

FCOS [77] 0.829
RepPoints [78] 0.793

YOLOLens5x 0.917

Figure 5. Frequency histogram using different craters detected methodologies.
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5.1.2. Analysis 2: Crater Diameter Error

To evaluate the crater diameter error estimation and demonstrate the effectiveness of
YOLOLens5x, we calculate the delta percentage as follows:

δ% =

(
DTP − DGT

DTP

)
× 100

where DGT are the Ground-Truth crater diameter and DTP the correlated YOLOLens5x
prediction of it. In this study, we assume that a true positive crater must match at least the
50% of the Intersection Over Union (IOU) area, whereas any detection with an estimation
under 50% will be discarded. The analysis included 98,000 true positive crater detection
over 1000 different tiles of 416× 416 size. Positive values reflect an overestimation, while
negative values are an underestimation of the crater diameter examined by the algorithm.
YOLOLens5x results Figure 6b show improvements in median and variance values, demon-
strating a greater compactness and error reduction in terms of crater diameter estimation
than the YOLO baseline model (see Figure 6b). Furthermore, in Figure 6b, mean and
median are similar because the outliers of the given data population are rarer and both
metrics are maintained close. Contrarily, as shown by the results obtained by the YOLO
baseline showed in Figure 6a, the mean/median values are quite different from each other,
which implies the existence of many outliers of the given error data population. In Figure 7,
we show the confidence values obtained by all true positive craters between the model
predictions and the Robbins catalogue. The higher its value (in a range [0–1]), the more
confidence we can have in its crater prediction. Figure 7a shows an uncertain degree of
confidence reported by the YOLO baseline, and in Figure 7b, more high confidence is
achieved by the proposed YOLOLens (see the variances in the legend boxes). Thanks to
this last, a remarkable increment has been obtained proving a better degree of confidence
using the YOLOLens5x model than the YOLOv5x baseline. We note that a true positive
may have low confidence because the discriminating feature that makes up the crater is
rarer than other craters (or rarely observed during the training process). The sentence also
applies to large craters (much rarer than small craters), and for this reason, they are rarely
seen in the training step; therefore, it is evident that they may have a low confidence.

(a) Baseline (b) YOLOLens

Figure 6. In subfigures (a,b) the GT crater diameters in the x-axis and the delta error percentage in
the y-axis between all true positive predicted craters diameter and correspective GT diameters from
Robbins catalogue. In the legend, mean, median and variance of the given error distributions and
the linked frequency histogram are given. From the plots comparison, the error distribution of the
YOLOLens model in subfigure (b) is closer to the median value than YOLO baseline in subfigure (a).
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(a) Baseline (b) YOLOLens

Figure 7. In subfigure (a,b) the GT crater diameters in the x-axis and the related confidence value
in the y-axis obtained by the YOLO baseline and YOLOLens respectively. In these plots, all true
positive (Equation (6)) craters were taken into account between the GT Robbins catalogue and the
correspective deep model analyzed. The higher the value higher is the confidence provided by the
model to establish the correctness of the detection. We observe higher values of YOLOLens than
the YOLO baseline indicating more trust in the first model. In the legend, the variances computed,
considering 0.99, 0.8, 0.7 as mean values, show better confidence compactness values given by the
YOLOLens model (subfigure (b)).

5.1.3. Analysis 3: The Performance’s Impact of the Scale Factor

In this section, we analyze the model’s performances using different scale factors to
provide the crater detection effectiveness by downscaling the original spatial resolution
from 100 m/px (LROC WAC) to 200 m/px and 400 m/px. When degrading the source and
cutting off much high frequency of the images, the performance obtained by the YOLO
baseline drops and its generalization capability decreases with spatial resolution. In Table 5,
we report the results obtained in the validation set using a scale factor (SF) by 2× and
4×. YOLOv5x baseline with a 2× x scale factor obtains a precision of 0.66 and a recall of
0.36, pointing to a higher degree of degradation with respect to the YOLOLens5x with a
4× scale factor, for which we get 0.80 and 0.69 for precision and recall, respectively (the
best results are reported in bold in Table 5). As the spatial resolution increase at 100 m/px
native for SF = 1 and 200 m/px for SF = 2, the YOLOLens performance reaches better
performances than the YOLO baseline. Indeed, YOLOLens have a precision and recall of
0.90 and 0.85, respectively, in comparison to the 0.82 and 0.76 values obtained with the
baseline model. In this analysis, a random interpolation (cubic, linear or area) is applied
through the native LROC images (which are different by the only area interpolation made
in our training experiments). In fact, the YOLOLens5x model estimates a super-resolution
image upscaled by 2×, enabling it to work as it was at SF = 2 (as the first row compared
in the table). We find a significant boost of YOLOLens5x results than YOLO baseline,
providing an increment in performances and suggest that the remarkable results can be
valuable in satellite imagery tasks in which the on-board instruments capture images at
low resolution in which it was trained.
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Table 5. The impact of the scale factor (2× and 4×) over the Lunar LROC test set. All images are
downscaled by a scale factor (SF) through a random interpolation (Cubic, linear, area), reporting the
results in terms of Precision, Recall and mAP across YOLOLens5x and YOLO5x baseline models.
The impact of scale factor on the detection mAP with an IoU of 0.6 and confidence threshold of 0.001
on the Lunar LROC test set

Method P R mAP50 mAP95

YOLO5x SF = 2 0.667 0.361 0.435 0.255
YOLOLens5x SF = 4 0.807 0.697 0.79 0.446

YOLO5x SF = 1 0.82 0.76 0.866 0.539
YOLOLens5x SF = 2 0.903 0.859 0.938 0.611

6. Discussion

In this section, a brief discussion is provided to support the results highlighted in
Section 5. In Figure 4, we show a significant improvement in crater detection with the super-
resolution effect achieved by the YoloLens model (right column) in three lunar site locations.
In the abovementioned figure, the blue rectangle represents the Robbins GT and the red
rectangle the YOLOLens prediction. In order to main the same coordinates scale, we rescale
the YOLOlens outputs by 2× to match the Robbins GT labels, this procedure is performed
for the visualization point of view. As reported in Tables 1–4, we overcome all the models
introduced by the literature across all the metrics examined, demonstrating by quantitative
results the effectiveness of the proposal to obtain good generalization performance in the
crater detection task. YOLOLens5x has more parameters than all compared models, and
the computational time required in the training step and inference step is greater than
that of all models and does not apply super-resolution methodologies. In Section 5.1.1,
an extensive analysis is provided to support the robustness of the YOLOLens5x to crater
detection using specific diameters range. In Section 5.1.2, the error diameter and the
confidence plot are shown to highlight the robustness of the YOLOLens5x than the Yolov5x
baseline. In Figure 7, we observe a boost in the confidence value achieved by our proposed
model for crater detection, making the model more robust than using a model without
super-resolution effects. In Figure 6, even though the two distributions have a similar
appearance, the median and mean values extracted by YOLOLens5x (Figure 6b) are more
similar than those extracted by YOLO baseline (Figure 6a), highlighting the capability of
YOLOLens to obtain less craters error diameter. Although the hardware demand is high,
we emphasize that the model enhances input data from a shape by 416× 416 to a super-
resolution output of 832× 832 and all the computation required for the object detection is
due. The computational time required is strictly dependent on the hardware used and by
the location of your data for the training/eval/test step. The inference test using a NVIDIA
RTX-5000 and batch size 8 (with all data into an SSD memory) requires 20 min for 1720 tiles
and, the training step over 300 epochs and batch size 1 (avoiding out-of-memory) requires
approximately 7 days.

The scientific contribution of this work covers different key points and can be summa-
rized as follows:

• The novel generative/object detection model can produce a super-resolution image,
enhancing the capability of the object detection task through an end-to-end model.

• A workflow is developed to the craters georeference on the LROC WAC derived global
mosaic, starting from a generic lunar catalog.

• Quantitative and qualitative performance analyzes and comparison with literature,
super-resolution impact at different scales for crater detection task, and evaluation
per diameter ranges are performed to prove the effectiveness and robustness of the
proposed model.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, the hypotheses we arose in the introduction section have been demon-
strated successfully. The super-resolution enhances the object detection capability improv-
ing its performance across all the metrics reported. The novel generative/object detection
model proposed obtains the best performance in terms of Precision, Recall, mAP and Error
Crater Estimation in comparison to the most performing models of the literature, demon-
strating the effectiveness of the proposal comparing it even at different ranges of diameter
to evaluate the performance at different levels. Furthermore, we report the increment of
the confidence value due to the super-resolution effect, which can establish the correctness
of the detection/classification by the YoloLens5x model. To establish the super-resolution
effects, we degrade images by 4× and 2×, to simulate the different spatial resolutions of
images, provided by the camera on-board the satellite. We carry out experiments reporting
a remarkable boost in performance by the proposed YoloLens5x in comparison to the
Yolov5x baseline across all metrics considered.
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Appendix A. Apollo 12 Landing Site

The location of the Apollo landing site is on the southeastern side of Oceanis Pro-
cellarum, a region quite flat and dominated by rays and secondary crater fields from
the Copernicus crater ([12,79]). In [80], the author measured an N(1) = 5910 ± 960 per
106 km2, generally higher with respect to other works in literature (e.g., [6,9,80]). We select
a 41.6× 41.6 km2 tile in the Apollo 12 landing site to perform a manual crater count and com-
pare it with the Robbins (2019) catalogue. In Figure A1a, we show the area outlined, and in
Figure A1b the results of the crater counting, where we marked the primary craters in
yellow, while the secondaries in orange. We measured 473 craters, with diameters between
0.1 and 2.7 km. In Figure A1c, we report the craters of the Robbins (2019) catalogue, which
include only structures larger than 1 km and, the craters outlined by the YOLOLens model.
The YOLOLens model detected 76 craters, with diameter between 0.5 and 2.7 km. We
obtained a crater density of N(1) = 3.49× 10−3 km−2 and N(1) = 4.22× 10−3 km−2,
respectively for our manual count and the YOLOLens crater automatic detection. In com-
parison, the crater density of the Robins catalogue in this tile is N(1) = 6.98× 10−3 km−2.
In Figure A1d, we plotted the three different crater counts in a cumulative plot, supporting
the capability of the YOLOLens model to detect craters in comparison to manual count.

In Figures A2 and A3, we show three six random tiles extracted from the Lunar
Highlands, more precisely are random locations of the far side in the range of [90, 180.
−90, −25] Lon/Lat. The first column for both figures represents the original sources with
the linked lunar site location, in the second column the same sources with the Robbins
labels used as GT and, in the last column the YOLOLens5x predictions (blue color) with
the Robbins labels (red color). Some Robbins labels are located in the not-visible region
because of the WAC, LOLA and DTM have been used to obtain more information for the
crater detection task.

In Figure A4, we show many random samples of the far side with the correspective
Robbins label (red bounding boxes). We highlight the different degrees of dilatation (black
background) due to the near region polar location tile. All labels are cut off if they exceed
the tile border and no one data source manipulation is done.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)
Figure A1. In subfigures (a–c) the Apollo 12 landing site, the manual crater counting and the
YOLOLens craters detection (Robbins label in blue color and YOLOLens detection in red color).
In subfigure (d) the cumulative size-frequency distribution of the craters counted [47].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure A2. Cont.
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(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure A2. In subfigures (a,d,g) Three lunar site locations from LRO Camera. In subfigures (b,e,h)
the Robbins labels over the correspective image sources. In subfigures (c,f,i) the prediction of
YOLOLens5x along the correlated images compared with the Robbins labels (Ground-Truth).
(a) Lunar Location Site Lunar coords min/max Lon/Lat (176.2042, 177.5761), (−37.6372, −36.2653);
(b) Robbins Labels (GT); (c) YOLOLens5X predictions; (d) Lunar Location Site Lunar coords min/max
Lon/Lat (155.6985, 158.4423), (−71.4069, −70.0350); (e) Robbins Labels (GT); (f) YOLOLens5X predic-
tions; (g) Lunar Location Site Lunar coords min/max Lon/Lat (142.9921, 151.2234), (−85.3929,−84.0210);
(h) Robbins Labels (GT); (i) YOLOLens5X predictions.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure A3. Cont.
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(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure A3. In subfigures (a,d,g) Three lunar site locations from LRO Camera. In subfigures (b,e,h)
the Robbins labels over the correspective image sources. In subfigures (c,f,i) the prediction of
YOLOLens5x along the correlated images compared with the Robbins labels (Ground-Truth).
(a) Lunar Location Site Lunar coords min/max Lon/Lat (127.1660, 128.5379), (−51.6463, −50.2744);
(b) Robbins Labels (GT); (c) YOLOLens5X predictions; (d) Lunar Location Site Lunar coords min/max
Lon/Lat (110.3902, 113.1340), (−65.7841, −64.4122); (e) Robbins Labels (GT); (f) YOLOLens5X predic-
tions; (g) Lunar Location Site Lunar coords min/max Lon/Lat (99.4778, 100.8497), (−57.7407, −56.3688);
(h) Robbins Labels (GT); (i) YOLOLens5X predictions.

Figure A4. Cont.
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Figure A4. Robbins crater label samples used as supervised signals (Ground-Truth) during the
training step.
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